
VitaJuwel ViA is your personal SPA for on-the go! 

 

What makes a spa truly unique, outstanding? What's that decisive factor why women choose that 

special spa over a dozen others in their neighborhood? It's not a good deal or a coupon on treatments. 

It's not that brand new peeling or cream that promises eternal youth like a thousand others. It's that 

"WOW, I've never seen something like this before - effect". Spa stands for "Health through water" for a 

good reason. Water is the most fundamental substance on earth. Making customers aware on how 

important water is and how they can not only do something DIRECTLY to support the environment, but 

at the same time have a great tool to support health and look, is the key aspect of modern holistic spas 

that look for that "WOW - Factor"! 

 

89 billion liters (23.5 billion gallons) of water are filled in plastic bottles annually. 1,500 plastic bottles 

per second (!) are used in the Unites States. 80 % of these bottles are not recycled. These plastic bottles 

are made from petroleum. More and more landscapes in the world become torn-up ,devastated and 

polluted by drilling and fracking. Transporting bottled water over oceans and continents by planes, 

ships, trains and trucks consumes vast amounts of energy and burdens our environment.  

 

VitaJuwel ViA is a great way for spas and spa customers to start thinking green with a small contribution 

to save the environment and use refillable glass bottles. 

 

Every day, millions of women worldwide visit a spa to get sophisticated skin treatments. Modern spas 

use holistic approaches, including not only creams and peelings, but also, quite simply, water! 

Scientists of the Charité - University Hospital Berlin surveyed how drinking water influences the skin, 

especially its impact on blood circulation, oxygen supply and the skin‘s metabolism. Their study showed 

that drinking water benefits the skin‘s vitality. Ten minutes after drinking water, the blood circulation of 

the skin improves, the oxygen supply rises , and the skin‘s metabolism gets encouraged. These effects 

support the protective function of the skin. The vitalization can be seen in the long-run by a fresher 

appearance of the skin.  

 

Greeting guests with a glass of VitaJuwel gemwater and talking about the importance of water for a 

fresher look is the perfect way to educate your customers in an easy and fun way. Having a VitaJuwel 

ViA ready to use during treatments as it‘s not only a unique eye-catcher and conversation piece but also 

a valuable tool of modern, holistic skincare. 

 

A truly unique feature of VitaJuwel ViA is that it has two openings! We believe nearly everybody has had 

the experience of buying a great-looking glass bottle and noticing the difficulties in cleaning them 

thoroughly and hygienically with a brush. With VitaJuwel ViA we found a solution for that problem: 

Simply twist off both the lid and the gem pod and cleaning the glass part becomes as easy as 1-2-3. 

 

Last but not least, ViA's unique design makes it a fascinating conversation piece with great retail 

potential. As it's used on-the-go, spa customers will be asked all around where they purchased their 

ViA... 


